Powerful earthquakes disrupt northern Italy

**VIVESEQUA SPARKS CONTROVERSY**

Center uses animals for research

**B R U N O B R O W N**

The News has learned that MSU's upcoming annual report this year will have to omit many experimental animals, including those on which researchers have worked for years. The report in question is the annual report of the college of veterinary science.

The college's cumulative report will contain detailed information about the college's research, including the number of animals used in each project. However, the report will not list the specific number of animals used in any one project, as this information is considered confidential.

MSU sticks to guidelines for humane vet research

The college has been working with animal rights groups to develop guidelines for the humane treatment of animals used in research. These guidelines include restrictions on the use of animals in research and on the treatment of animals after they have been used.

The college has also been working with the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) to develop guidelines for the humane treatment of animals used in research.

The college has also been working with the American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) to develop guidelines for the humane treatment of animals used in research.

The college has also been working with the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) to develop guidelines for the humane treatment of animals used in research.
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Drain decision must wait for the facts

Before the crowded City of East Lansing can go forward with any expansion and development, somewhat muddy issues need to be cleared up.

The Bemis sewer drain basin, which is inhabited by as yet an unidentified and potentially dangerous organism, is the only location for possible future city growth. East Lansing owns 25 square miles of the 27-square-mile area shared by Belding, Eaton, and Eaton counties.

In planning for this area, we feel a wait and position is the safest one for the time being. For the moment.

We support the recent resolution of the city council that allows the permits offered to developers after April 1 and April 2 attempts to establish a detention basin on further building in the northern area while a city commissioned study is released in July.

We suspect, however, that much of the complacency residing in this idea may be due to over-reaction to last spring's catastrophic flooding. The city engineer has stated that the basin would be the most port adequate and possible to improve on. Nevertheless, this sort of hasty action should not be allowed to divert the boundaries of caution.

While waiting for more data, officials should continue examining the possibilities for improving the basin's ability to hold water within the interests of making further development possible.

Aside from the city's future, the heart of the concern is an estimated additional $2,500 in assessed property value stake at last spring's catastrophic flooding. The city engineer has stated that the basin would be the most port adequate and possible to improve on. Nevertheless, this sort of hasty action should not be allowed to divert the boundaries of caution.

While waiting for more data, officials should continue examining the possibilities for improving the basin's ability to hold water within the interests of making further development possible.

Letters

It costs millions to be a president

WASHINGTON—"There's one thing I can think of that is much more important to the average American," said President Nixon, answering a reporter's question yesterday. "It's the cost of being president of the United States." The president was referring to the $2.5 million cost of the campaign.

The president's estimate was based on figures released by the Federal Election Commission, which said that the campaign cost $2.5 million. The president said he did not know how much he had spent personally, but that the campaign had cost at least $2.5 million.

"I don't know how much any other candidate spent," he said. "But I do know that the campaign cost at least $2.5 million." He said that the campaign had cost $2.5 million.
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Carter said little in visit to Detroit

LEONARD WOODOCK
LANSING—Jimmy Carter was expected to be in Lansing this week to kick off his campaign activities but the incumbent Democratic presidential candidate was spotted in town on Friday morning.

"I'm so happy you're here," said the former governor of Georgia, who is in Michigan to campaign for Democratic presidential candidate Lloyd Bentsen.

"I'm happy to be here," said Carter, who is on his second campaign swing since the Iowa caucuses.
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Scholars honor Canadian poet

By JEANETTE L. LIVERMORE

Newes have poured into Canada. A well-organized group of scholars from various English departments have gathered for two days to honor the first-ever Canadian poet, Emeritus Professor of English, and Michigan professor emeritus of English.

The event's organizers included Dr. Randall Robson, chair of the English Department, and Dr. Diane Nye, professor of English and director of the Department of English and Drama.

The program will feature a range of activities, including readings, panel discussions, and a screening of a film about the poet's life and work.

Tickets

The tickets for the event are $15 each and can be purchased online through the MSU Office of Continuing Education.

Contact

For more information, please contact Dr. Diane Nye at diane@msu.edu or by phone at (517) 355-3361.
Ohio State wins meet, Spartans sputter

BY TONY SHARP

Spartans defend pass, as spring drills roll on

The MSU football staff is in spring training to the defense of keeping pace with the Ohio State./

The Spartans defeated Illinois at No. 9 at 6-2, 1-0 and 17-9 and 10-1 on Saturday.

The Michigan State team won 10-0 at Minnosta Tuesday and then lost to the Big Ten on Saturday.

Right-handed Jim Krake at the bat from 100 yards out against OSU in the first game against OSU in the season. The junior posted five hits, walked and driven in two runs.

Spartan Jerry Walder led OSU with three runs scored.

Winners included Paul White, Ohio's only 14-2, and Ohio State's 6-3-3 and 6-2-5.

The Spartans' victory over Illinois was the biggest of the season. The score was 10-0 at the Ohio State field.

"It's a great day," Walder said. "We've been waiting for this game for a long time."

Drobac, who was named as the winning pitcher for the Spartans, said the victory was important for the team's morale.

"We've been working hard all season," Drobac said. "This victory is a great boost for our confidence."

The Spartans will continue to work hard in the remaining games of the season. They have four games left, including two against the top two teams in the Big Ten.

"We've got a tough schedule, but we're ready for it," Drobac said. "We're looking forward to the remaining games."
Ben Bradlee talks about role of press

"I do not answer questions about deep threats. I see threats as being those things that are going on and I'll just say it."

--Bradlee on the Washington Post's coverage of Watergate

"Nobody reads it. It was a front for some sub-stories."

--Bradlee on the Pentagon Papers

"I know of any story that I can think of to this story except for the one going within the bureaucracy that I knew of any story.

--Bradlee on the Pentagon Papers

"Evelyn brings sex and beauty to the press."

--Bradlee on Evelyn Lincoln

Book says sex means lengthier life for women

LONDON (AP) - Psychologist Janet Gomes says sex can enhance a woman's image, reduce stress and even extend her life.

"We thought that sex was the only thing that is not going to last or not going to get old."

--Gomes on sex and aging

"It is important to have a sense of humor and to realize that sex is not just a pas-

--Gomes on sex

"As far as sex is concerned, I think we should be able to have sex on the toilet.

--Gomes on sex
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